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MANPOWER TRAINING DEVELOPMENT STATUS IN NIGERIA

1.0 : INTRODUCTION

1.1 National Growth and Manpower Needs

There is a global impression that Nigeria has rabidly grown

within the last decade 1970—1979- Apart from bein,a the most populated

country in .Black Africa, now estimated to have about 80 million people,

Nigeria has indeed shown a sudden economic upsurge as reflected by the

rate of increase in her Gross Domestic Product (GNP) from a little over

M3,000 million during 1967-68 to Nl6,346*2 million in 1976-77 fiscal year.

A major factor for this growth—record is the deliberate attempt

made by the:government to channel the economy by embarking on Five Year

National Development Plans,. Within the last decade Nigeria has witnessed

two such plans — The Second and Third National Development Plans 1970—74

and 1975—30 respectively.. To each plan has always been one or two

Progress Reports.

Basic to the National Plan efforts are the five cardinal objectives

on which to firmly establish the nation:

(i) a united, strong and self—reliant nation;

(ii) a great and dynamic economy;

(iii) a just and egalitarian society;

(iv) a land of bright and full opportunities for all citizens; and

(v) a free ana democratic society, 1

Two basic strategic options are generally accepted to meet strongly

determined national objectives of the Nigerian types:

1. Ecvnomic Nationalism and

. 2.. Industrialization.

Nigeria rigorously pursued these two options simultaneously through

statutory as well as practical efforts to indigenize business enterprises

and,human resource factor of production- The Nigerian Enterprises Promotion

Decree of 1973 and the recent plan to establish a Nigerianization Enforcement

Agency to ..attack the increasing expartriate quota testify to Nigeria's

determination.
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1,2 Man^over Needs ■ '

However, researcn studies, Reports of National Commissions, anc.

public statements among other evidences, revealed that the two plans which

were designed to transform tne post-war moribund economy into viable

and self-sustaining one, laced a. persistent- prtobXem. of manpower, shortage.

As contained in the Second Progress Report on the Third National Development

Plan 1975-3C."1- ; . ; ' ' " ■'■■■■:■■■ ' ■ ■

■ '/.".the problem of manpower shortage has continued to constitute

a serious constraint to the implementation of many projects;1 2

Recent study marie by the National Manpower"Secretariat gave estimated

manpower requirements in specific occupations as;: 3

1. Administrative and Managerial Personnel both intermediate

ana' senior ■ " " ^"0,902

2. Technical, 'Scientific and ProfeGsional ■ '■

Manpower 2^,3^0

3. Agricultural Manpower

(not traditional farmers) 3>333 ■' ' . .

4. Medical ana Para-medical

personnel 9?053

5. Artisans and Craftsmen 2674i-O

With the exception of the Agricultural sector manpower shortage

has shown considerable annual increase in all other occupational areas.

This quantitative dimension of Nigerian manpower needs is alarming

considering the aevelopment objectives ana tasks at hand. The manpower

shortage growth-rate" will assume an up-:r..vd trend as soon as Nigeria;

sees the effect of the:recent political change - a change that'has removed'

many from real production centres to political offices and Legislative

Houses, a change that Kill tempt coxiticl',-^ J~o embark on expansion-

programmes in order to impress their electorates and a change that has

swept many military officers from civilian cervices to the barracks.

The clash of manpower indigenizaiion objective with manpower shortage

has created'an irony of fate. It appears in'Nigeria today that the very

dependence on foreigners wnich political nationalism Si rived to remove,

has received prominence than when we were under the colonial tutelage, :'

For example, at the end of 197^, statistics show expartriate personnel

in specific occupational categories, excluding teaching positions, as; A
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1. Administrative and Managerial posts - .., .. 4-,99O ... ....

2. Technical, Scientific and[Professional posts 2,771

3* Agricultural post . 210

4" Medical and Para—medical ' ■'<■.■■, • 1,221

5. Artisans anu Craftsmen 332

The- Government reco^;:.;'.ced this shortage of manpower from the Leginningo

It appears, however, that it found it convenient arnJ automatic to rely on

the traditional source of meeting manpower shortage i.e. educational

institutionsc Perhaps socio-political' pressures really forced the situation

of unprecedented expansion of our educational institutions — here higher or

post secondary institutions*

The number of our Colleges of Technology/Fdlytechnics, for example^ '

increased from 9 in 1973 to 21 at the beginning 6l 1977—78 academic year. ' '

The Universities are now 13*. To .this institutional build—up was corresponding

increase in enrolment from 8,000 in 197-H74' to'a kittle over 19,000 in5 197&-
79 with the Colleges of Technology/Polytechnics^ ^Tota'l' stident enrolment in
the Universities has ra.lso (Substantially increased from a little over 20J000

in 1972 to 49,339 'in 1977-781 academic year. , ' ' ' ■''...

With.this, growth of our educational institutions, Nigeria has not

been able to produce enough to cope with the Nation's manpower requirements

as could be seen from the vacancies' given above. The Universities and

Colleges of Technology/Polytechnics"are themselves victims of manpower

shortage. The Universities require over 700 while the Polytechnics need

over 1,900 to cope with 'their current tutorial programmes.

Io3 .Training -tt A Remedial Strategy for Manpower Shortage

The abov- information on the NigeriaTs key development problemof

manpower shortage .has been presented to challenge the issue as to whether

the nation should rely on the formal educational system to combat manpower

shortage, The obvious to me seems to be that Nigeria could meet this

problem by paying more attention to better utilization of existing manpower

through adequate training-, ... ,

By tr'airrtrrg't-mean that systematic process of developing the skills,'

knowledge ana attitudes required by presently employed Nigerian in order

to increase his performance standard on a given job, task, occupation,

traae or profession. The penalties, for any African Nation that fails' to

take this manpower development strategy seriously are numerous. Apart '

from stagnating all National Development Plan efforts, it will obviously ' ;

lead to the petrification of the nation's available human resources.
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1.4 Objectives and Plan of Presentation

Nigeria nas, however-, made efforts to carry out manpower training

within the last decade, The main objectives of this paper therefore are:

- to examine the extent to which Nigeria* within the past decade,

has coherently organized, implemented, co-ordinated and financed

manpower training activities;

- to identify the difficulties and constraints we have experienced

ana are still experiencing; and

- to make certain recommendations including a training strategy

model or framework'that I think this/Conference will examine

critically to assist Nigeria to meet manpower training

challenges in the 1930s.

To achieve these objectives, I intend t<> present my findings and

views on i^he. following six parts:

U /An'examination,of National Training Policy Objectives and

the Gegree of their coherence; .

2. 'identification of strategies employed i«r implementing,

co-ordinating and funding training;

3., Examination of the^National Agencies - Ministries, Institutions

anq Organizations cnarged with the implementation and

co-ordination of.Training ana Funding; .

4. Analysis ol problems and constraints facing Manpower Training

Development in Nigeria;

5. Analysis 6f the problenisof National Training and Development

Association; and :

6,' Presentation of suggestions and alternatives to meet National

training and development challenges of 1930s.

: : " ' NATIONAL MANPCVJER" TRAINING POLICY OBJECTIVES

2.0 NATIONAL TRAINING POLICY OBJECTIVES: A Case of Policy Fragmentation

Before assessing the nature of Training Policy Objectives prevailing

in Nigeria it is.'pertinent, to examine what Training Policy Objective as a

concept means and specify its, possible characteristics^ These initial "

efforts will help "to analyze what the situation is in Nigeria. .
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2.1; Training Policy Objective .... . . . _ 1

I like to define Training Policy.Objective as 'a definitive ana

comprehensive statement on the general goals of and procedure for training,'

This implies that Training Policy Objective is specifically . , . r, .

established to provide some common premises for action, to guide those

responsible for preparing training ulans and making training implementation

decisions, and ■ tro-■ eti&urp co-ordination of those training decisions

preferably before actions are taken; for training implementation*;

National Training Policy objectives must be designed in such a way

as to show absolute consistency with overall national development gqals.

Training Policy Objective should therefore, he:rational and goal oriented.

IThile they shoulHrbe broad enough to permit discretionary action, by those

in charge, training policy objectives should be clear and coherent enough

to remove ambiquities.

2.2. Nature and Sources of Nigeria's National Training Policy

: ■ ■ Objectives- - - . - '

While it is correct to say that Nigeria should be respected for , .

establishing national training policy objectives, it will be wrong to .. , ..

give her the credit that these policy objectives are comprehensive and ,,

are available as a single entity in form of a document. .Nigeria's ■ . ;l

National Training Policy Objectives are generally formulated and established

as provisions1 to meet individual situational, sectoral and group manpower

pressures.; ' : ; : ■

2.21 National Policy on Education ,: , . : .,.. i

The interest of the Federal Ministry of Education to expand its

functional scope particularly for nigher educational institutions so.

that they can attempt to relate their intellectual activities to the

demanas of the world of work,or to generate funds through industrial. ■

training and workers (adult) education, has necessitated, the.

incorporation of national training policy objectives in: our National.

Policy on Education. ■ , : . ;

For example, section 7 of the National Policy, on Education (1977)
is devoteu to Adult and nonr-formal education which is defined as:

1 functional' lite-racy, remedial,, continuing, vocational,,, aesthetic,

' cultural am civic education for youths and adults outside formal

school system.' 5

Paragraph 52(d) specifically states what one can rightly regard as

training-policy^ objectives: :
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Tto provide in-service, on—the—job, vocational and professional -

training for different categories of workers and professionals

in order to improve their skills.1 6

This rather shallow objective is expanded in paragraph 52 (4) which

states:

?for all classes of workers different kinds of in-service

training courses and seminars related to their particular T

occupations will be 'arranged'on'a continuing basis so that

all workers may attain greater proficiency in their work.

the Industrial Training Fund (ITF) is already organizing

this type of training and the National Commission, once

established, will, together with the ITF and Employers'

organizations, plan the extension of such training to benefit

all workers.'7

2.22 Nigeria Manpower^ Board

Within the past decade the Federal Ministry of Economic. Development

and Reconstruction, now changed to Ministry of National Planning, has been

responsible for co-ordinating all economic development policies and

activities including manpower implication of these policies and activities.

It has a Central Planning Office to which is attached the Secretarial of

the National Manpower Board.

The Boardi which was established in 1962 as one of the major

consequences of Sir Eric Ashby Commission Report of I960, advises the

Federal Government on manpower implication of national development plans.

From its enabling act, one could identify another authoritative national

training policy objectives.

According to its functions the Board has the responsibility for:

1 the determination of the nation^s manpover needs in all

occupations; formulating, for consideration of the National

Economic Council ana the Governments of the Federation,

programmes for manpower developments through university

expansion ana training, scholarships, fellowships and other

facilities 5 and co-ordinating the policies and activities of

the Federal and Regional Ministries primarily concerned with

manpower problems. The Board will also be concerned with

employment policies including measures to deal with unemployment

anci the optimum utilization of the nations manpower resources.1 3

2»23 National Development__Plans

The last decade has witnessed two National Development Plans —

the first 1970-74 and the second 1975-30. Each volume devoted separate

section ana chapters to Manpower Development and Utilization. From these

documents we also derive what may be regarded as National Training Policy

Objectives.
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.From the Second Plan 1970-74? for example, National Manpower Policy-

objectives were stated as four;

(a) to contain tne incidence of youth unemployment by -the provision
of .more training and employment .opportunities-; . . ■ ■ ■

(b) to correct existing imbalances in the educational system
. consistent with the changing requirements o the economy;

(c) to reduce the proportion of expatriate participation in
employment; ana '

(a) to meet the manpower requirements for the successiul
implementation of the plan and the optimum development of

the economy as a whole-.

Apart from.(a) -above} there is ,no- direct comprehensive national

training policy objectives. However, between pages 315 and 319 considerable ;

emphasis was put on Educationr Training and Manpower supply.

2,24 Sectorial Pressure > ,

As for Training, the Plan revealed the pressing manpower development

needs in the private sector and: states that:

'Among the most significant basic factors reported as retarding

.managerial performance, were inadequate management training and ■■ •; ■

poor quality subordinate employees.1 10

With this sectoral pressure, the manpower Board Secretariat now : ■ :;

saw the need to reconstitute the Nigeria Council for Management Education

and Training which was first set up in 1966 as a result of the resolution ■

adopted by the Manpower Board in its meeting of October 20, 1965* ■ '

Added sectoral pressure for re—establishing the Council came from, _■ 1 . .

an ILO report of I969 which stated that:

^although various manao^ipent traini.no orogranimes were offered

to meet .limited, needs anC interests, there was an appalling

lack of po-ordination in the areas of contents and standards', 11

From here Training received such unprecedented attention because of

the significant annual vacancy rates of T3i'.">00f for senior managerial,

administrative-ana supervisory positionso : .

Since there was no standard document on, National- Training Policy

objectives for reference, the immediate choice was to reactivate ,

abandoned baby and saddle it with the responsibility to now formulate
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Management Development and Training Policy under three general functions:

^a) 'to co-ordinate and obtain agreement concerning future

' programmes of management education and training, including

their subject, location, standard, capacity, frequency,

duration, type and cost;

(b) 'to maintain an up—to—date register of all available programmes

ana ensure its c.(J.equate public! ty r and

(c) *to provide a means of exchanging relevant information

and ideas.' 12

It is significant to note from this juncture, that although no

attempt was made hitherto, to rationalize national training policy

objectives per se, the reactivitation of Management Training Co-ordinating

Agency — the Council — marked the beginning of an effort to take manpower

training gradually out of the general coverage of National Education Policy*

The Centre for Management Development, CML, to which we shall examine

sometime later, has since 1973 started to operate as the executing arm of

the Council.

2.25 Industrialization and L'conomic Nationalism

As mentioned earlier, industrialization and economic nationalism

ve*e the options to assist Nigeria tp meet her five cardinal objectives.

To indigenize business ana human factor of production meant

availability of not only managerial, administrative and supervisory

capabilities but also industrial skills. This dual pressure increased

the awareness and scope of Training as a forceful strategy to meet the

putative problem of manpower shortage. Thus according to the opening

remark oi the Third National Development Plan 1975—80 on Manpower

Development and Utilization,

'there is a greater realization that the successful implementation,

of a development plan depends not just on the availability of

financial ana1 other capital inputs, but more importantly, on the

adequacy of trained manpower in the various occupations'. 13

From' the three Manpower Fo.licy' Objectives of the plan,

(a) 'the expansion of employment opportunities through the

implementation of employment—oriented programmes and

the removal of constraints on the growtn of employment

in various sectors of the economy;

(b) *provision of industrial—attachment programmes, occupational

guidance, and similar schemes which are aimed at bridging

the gap between education and training and the world of work; and
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(c) "'strengthening 6f existing educational and training facilities'
ana ec tabli^hmer, t of additional ones in identified areas

of needr P ' 14 ' ' ' ' "

it is apt to assume the establishment of National Training Policy objectives

as well. These were hovve:1 5uocherent aiid u^c^prehensive.

The pressure, within the decade', of the need for indegenous industrial

skills necessitated the examination of the degree of concern, in terms *f

money and human efforts- given to this problem by individual private

enterrjrir.es. The di.co. . ;^_ng findings resulted to the activation of the

Industrial Training fund (ITF) which was established by Decree No. kl of

1371 and amended by Decree Noo 37 of 1972. ITF -will be examined later.

The Governing Council of the Fund is empowered to establish

specific training policies to enable the Fund accomplish its functions

as stated in the Decree,- From ITF one can also discover some National

Training Policy Objectives * ' '

2.26 Need for an Integrated Document

The above historical trend of Nati6nal concern for training as a

maj^r strategy to combat the persistent problem of manpower shortage is

essential to enable us discover the origin and nature «f Nigeria's training

policy '6bjectivesV ' .■..-■

The analysis Iiais'conclusively proved that a lot of inconsistent

pressure variables such as institutional ambition as in the case of the

Ministry of Education, , snpover development needs of the private sector,

national economic pressures of industrialization and indegenization of

business ana manpower? dictated the changing pattern of national empaasis

on training policy objectives.

From the analysis- it appears that the Manpower Board constitutes

the central source from "here a coherent and definitive statements on

national training policy objectives can be derived. However, the Board's

secretariat is not fully equipped with adequate human resources and

institutional status to enable cur national planning and development

machinery cope.with, adequate training policy development and co-ordination*

Ine Public Service Review Commission Report of 1974 popularly known

as the Udoji Commission; revealed that Nigeria's Manpower Planning Operation

had many deficiencies among which were: ' '

— 'lack of current ana comprehensive information on the stock

of skills available in Nigeria;

— 'lack of research on manpower utilization!; and

— 'inability to recommend training priorities in skills urgently

"'needed'for national development1. 15
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Most of the problems and constraints currently being experienced

by our national agencies responsible, for training, as will.be seen in

other parts of this paper? result from overlappingy duplication and in

some cases redundancy of functions. All these are consequences of lack

of integrated national training policy objectives.

One of the challenges facing this Conference ic to examine an

integrated approach to National Training Policy Objectives not only

for the:benefit of Nigeria but for the advantage of other sister countries,

3.0 NATIONAL TRAINING STRATEGY

3.1 * Nature and Need

If tiiere is a strong concern for integrated National Training Policy

Objectives, it follows logically that there should be a coherent and

dynamic national strategy for the implementation and co-ordination of

training activities.

National Training Strategy can be defined as an overall implementation

plan designed, to give maximum support to adopted national training policy

objectives.

Two interdependent reasons can be advanced for the need for a national

training strategy. The first is that, African countries cannot" afford

training efforts to run every which way. They must be co-ordinated to

ensure that individual training implementation policies, programmes and.

activities'"are1'mutually supportive rather than contradictory.

The second 'is' that with coherent mutually supportive training

implementation policies, programmes and activities; available national
resources should be harnessed so as to achieve planned objectives with

the least input of resources. Thus an integrated National Training

Strategy will breed efficiency by avoiding 'duplication, overlapping and

redundancy wh'j.ch' often result in unnecessary effort of outlay of resources

ttiat might be used more effectively for oiher purposes1.. 16 '

3.2 Nigeria National Training Strategy - The Case of a Mixed Bag
^ . „ . ____:—.—_— . ■ ' ' ~—

As already observed Nigeria's training policy objectives grew out

of '.lai-^xd' practices, sectoral pressures, desire to meet national
exegencies of industrialization and indeginization. Since at each

situational demand., individualized training policy provisions were

granted, it became virtually impossible to limit the growth of training

implementation and co-ordinating strategies.

Thus what appears to be our achievements in the past decades towards

an integrated national manpower training strategy, are only individual
elements or systems that very often do not cohere - Our training strategy

remains a MIXKD BAG.
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The observation presented hag1 suppoit from our Tnij^d National

Development' Plan 1975—80 Document '■ ■ . : ■ : . . ■; ; : ■ . ;-

TAs individual provisions are severally made by the Government^;

public a-gencies and private employers for the developments of >

various categories'of manpower, there is the risk of taking - =

the tree for the- bush, 01 a. nuLiae^ bf: areas being neglected' :i

or nc being adc juately covei -d ?.nd of the comnxn and global

objective's1 being' lost' in a welter 01 solitary and'confined ■ : ■;

efforts11', "17' '" • ■" '■'■ ■ '■"■ ' ■ ■" ■ ; ■■■■■■ .■.,:-■,.

This concern "for an' integrated manpower training strategy necessitated

the suggestions for an ill-^defined 'Comprehensive' Training and Retraining.: i.

ProgrammeT to be co-ordinated by the Manpower Board. Such programme would ■

inter alia,

'identify training and retraining needs in all sectors and areas

of the economy, formulate programme^ devise machineries for the

implementation of programmes, promote, sponsor or assist other

agencies to ccrry out desirable programmesy assist in the

provision or procurement of facilities, appraise and monitor

training efforts and co-ordinate programmes to ensure economy,

efficiency and the attainment of agreed objectives1u 13

These broad and well meaning functions pose threats to the already

established institutions and agencies in the Mixed Bag Strategy namely:

. The Federal Ministry of Establishment

. The Administrative Staff College (ASCON)

. The Nigerian Council for Man-igsment Development and the

Centre for Management Development (CMD) and

. The Industrial Training Fund (ITF).

Apart from these Public Agencies and Ministry that are in our

National Mixed Br^ Training Strategy are, bona fides, recognized

institutions, and organizations r";_:p- —'.' tj national manpower training

by offering -:r sponsoring variety ol specific and multi-disciplinary

programmes. These we cn.n clr.raii-'y into fnw:-' ^"c'.ri;1

~ Public Academic ancl_ rechnicai Training Institutions such as

Univcvi;ity!s Business Schools, Institutes of Administration,

Institutes of Management and Productivity,, Continuing Education

Centresj the Polytechnic Management/Business Departments,

Vocational Improvement Centres and Functional Training Institutes

such as for Agriculture, Petroleum etc.

— Public and Private Liiterprises' own Training Departments, Staff

Development or Manpower Resources Divisions.
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_ private Training and.Consultancy Firms such,as ABC Management :

Group Ltd., MAT Man, Enterprises Consulting Group, UPMAN. etc. , ,.

_ Private Professional Associations like the Nigerian Institute

of Management (NIK), Institute of Personnel Management,

Institute of Chattered Accountants, Administrative Management

Institute, Nigerian Institute of Marketing etc.

The interaction of all these Agencies, Institutions, Firms and

Associations has provided a lot of efforts to advance manpower training

and development in Nigeria to the envy of other countries.The interaction

has equally created a lot of concern, conflicts and threats, A brief
examination of their activities and problems constitutes the effort; in,

the next part of this paper.
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NOTES ON NATIONAL AGENCIES - MINISTRIES, INSTITUTIONS AND

ORGANIZATIONS CHARGED WITH THE CO-ORDINATION AND

IMPLEMENTATION .OF MANPOWER TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

4.0 Participating Group or Systems _i_n Manpower Training in Nigeria;

Growth and j

The'outgoing decade rep^rseats what can be regarded as a landmark in

the developmental history of Manpower Training in Nigeria for many reasons:

— it was a decade oi national raconciliation and reconstruction

aftefthe long civil "^ar; ■ ■■

— it^was a decade to test the capacity of Nigerians to really . >_

manage their own affairs since the gap between political

independence and the civij. war was too short to truely assess

our abilities and talents; .

— it was a decade for the real discovery of the power of capital

in the expansion of national economic activiti4es;

— it was a decade when the demand for;business indigenization

and manpower Nigerianization gathered the greatest momentum;

— it was a decadefor strong national;measures to stimulate

training consciousness by establishing public training agencies

like the ITF, CMD and ASCON;

— it was a decade that jaw studies and commissions specifically

related to manpower development and utilization and lastly and

not the least;

- it has- been an activity, decr.de for the Manpower Planning Se

Secretariat ifhioh has more thon. ever before.- undertaken

research assignme.its^ oo^cinuousl/ on vliu manpower implications

of our- National Development Plans*,

These events and circumstances Save resulted to a substantial

expansion of training scb^m^s-, activities- facilities and above all,

opportunities^ -The pai^i j^pa^iiig groups in cur Mixed-Cag Training

Strategy can be classified into six;

(i) Governme-nt Ministries of EstablishmentP

(ii) Government Manpower Training Agencies?

(iii) Public Academic and Technical Institutions,

(iv) Public and Private Corporations/Enterprises,
(v) Private Training Consultancy Firms and

(vi) Private Professional Associations^
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From the National Directory of Management Development Programmes

(though it also indicated Functional-Professional Training Programmes)
published this year by the Centre for Management Development CMD, 70

organisations: are identified as training sponsors while the total number .

of programmes they intended for the year is 632. -* ■■■.■■;_ ---■-■-'

Appendix I contains irha list of training sponsoring organisations and.

the number of programmes each submitted for 1979* Appendix II provides the

57 broad areas for which programmes are offered.

It is important to know that the Directory does not comprehensively

reflect the true picture particularly in respect of the Private and Public

Enterprises. There, are a great number of these that, by my professional

familiarity, are not lited* This of course could be as a result of their

lack of response to the CMDTs research efforts.

The place of each of the six groups is briefly analyzed below.

4.1 Ministries of Establishment

Each Of the 19 States of the Federation has a Ministry of .

Establishment with;a specific division responsible for Staff

Development and Training* Since the States Ministries are

modelled after the.Federal Ministry of Establishment and have

functional relationship with the latter, it is sufficient to discuss

the Federal Ministry.

4.11 The.Federal Ministry of Establishment - Staff Development Division

The Federal Ministry of Establishment has, since independence,

the responsibility for:

"staff complements? gradings, conditions and appointment,

,-: control of Executive and Secretarial Classes, In—service

Training Policy, Staff Records? Staff Statistics and 2Q

Nigerianization measures in the Federal Public Service",

With,the immediate post independence emphasis to replace

expatriates with Nigerians, a Nigerianization Division was established"1

in the Ministry. The Division was more concerned with replacement

function than with the implementation of training policy. The post-

civil war manpower development needs of the Public Service made the

Division - its title and basic function - obsolete and incapable of

coping with staff development activities.
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.,,- .- -vT^e.. need for,systematic training within the Public Service

necessitated, the Training Needs Survey Assignment commissioned to

Proi. C.P.Wolle, a'Senior Consultant at the Institute of Public
Administration, University of Ife; in 19&7, Recommendation No. h

of Wollej brought about the change of the Nigerianization Division

to Staff; IJevjelopment Division. , ' " "

4.12 * Responsioilities and Current Activities

'■.'.. gince.,196^, the, sWf Development Division has:

" , ".>/' ' ''assmVe'responsibility of advising Government oh ;

staff training'in the Federal 'Civil Service a'nd

ensuring irhe promotion of training consciousness

the service"« 21

,.:, ■■t_Wi,tb.,the Rational Council o.n Establishment some of the training

prpgrammasj, particularly top management_ and Training The Trainers, are

made ytp involve participants from ttie States Public Services* '

,..; The major'current training activities'of the Division are vividly

tild in tnis passage from,the Staff Development RevieW 1975-7^> *he
ever

"The Sv'ff Development' Division organises induction^

courses for new entrants iritb the Administrative/:

Professional and Executive classes of the public

service; Supervisory Management-eour»seS:-for -

. . .intermediate.level officers. Training courses and

..:.:=-.. wprksnops for Departmental training Officers (DTOs).
/'.'. Processing of ministeriai and departmental training -

.i .. . ^proppsalsj course nominations, recommendations on

;, . : study leave without payJahii the fundiag'jof approved

departmental courses are also done/; Moreov6r^ Middle,

Advanced an.d Top Management, courses are arranged for

, senior, officers- Also. Arranged for' qualified

nominees, are cb.urse.j such as Master' Pf" Puolic'

Adminf r^ration (MPA).?, Master-' oF'Business. Administration

(MBA), Diploma in Development Economics/(DtlE)»
Diploma in Public Administration (DPA) / and Certificate

: ■ Kv; ■•• ln: Public Administratipn (CP.A) all of which are.
.. . . ..; Vehabre. iri!^Nigerian, Universit4.esi The'execution of

. ., the training programmes is" based, on carefully drawn-up

■ , ; : and- .approved' career' development ..plans for <eacti occupational
. - group in the^Fficleral, Civil Service. ' The Division is

also responsible for the administration of the Federal

Training Centres (FTCs) which provide wide and varied

,. ,,: forms pf secretarial training to qualified candidates

. : . and serving officers iu order to meet the fast expand

ing demands. ,jor the secretarial staff such as p?
Confidential Secrerariesj Stenographers and Typists'.1
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Appendix III shows the achievement of the Division in 1977-78
fiscal year in terras of programmes carried out and the total number

of officers trainede

This achievement, though commendable, is absolutely too small

considering the fast growing population of the Federal Public Service

now close to l80r0C0 and State's. Public Services abput_200,000.

Apart from its own training activities, the Division co-ordinates

the training programmes of the various ministries and departments

through departmental training officers who are themselves trained and

developed by the Division. Appendix IV gives the performance of the

Departmental Training Officers during 1976-78.'

4.13 Financing Training

* lit was[1not possible to get the details of the finances of the

Division on its training activities, nevertheless, information from

the current Federal Government Estimate 1979-80? shows that out of
1 Jthe Ministry's 1977-78 total expenditure of 5J23»245,l68*OO, staff

'"* development training courses and facilities took N151,6l9»OO. The
1978-79 total provision for the Ministry was 5J20,442,570.00 while the

share of Staff Development Training Courses and facilities is S5 million.

Though Ministry's total has decreased, trairiing received better

financial Attention over that of the previous year.

4.14 Recent Developments

*• One of the most celebrated■■ studies of our time into the working

and management ethos of our public servants was the recent Public

Service Review Commission of 1973-74 otherwise known ac the Udoji

Commission. The key focus of the Commission's recommendation on training

was to strengthen the Staff Development Division in order to produce.

"people who are result-orienteds who can recognize

opportunities and meet objectives. (Accordingly)
We heed a professional public service staffed by

professionals; men and women who know how to make

resources productive"• -J

The Commission therefore recommended, inter alia, the establishment

of a Ministry of Personnel and Public Management with the responsibility

to review and change the work systems and techniques in order to make z

them more efficient0 The Ministry was to co-ordinate all departmental

training towards a result-oriented servicea Above all that the

Ministry:

"should prepare'a training handbook to assist trainers

in the most effective methods of conducting training...

-'■ produce an inventory of Public Service training

facilities..«.*k24
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With the advent of the Civilian Regime, some basic reorganization

has evolved in which all personnel matters including training, l?*ave been

grouped into four departments:

(i) Manpower Development; . ..••■■
(li) Establishment; . . :.--

(iii) Public Service and . ;

(iv) Staff Welfare.

■'i.; Each is headed by a Permanent Secretary and; all under the Head

of ■"Service.1 -: : ■ ■ ■> ■'■■ ■. ■ ■ ..■ -.-'; •_■ ■ .. . .'.■ ■;■..

The new Manpower Development-Department is charged; with all the

functions of the defunct Staff Development Division, An appraisal of

the' constraints' peculiar tb Staff Development Division (Manpower

Development Department) will emerge later when examining the.problems

caused by functional interlace of the Government Manpowierj Training;

"Agencies.■' ■' ■--■'"••* >" '■-'■' - - ■ ■ ■. ; ■ !■■■ ■■■'■■i

4.2 GOVERNMENT MANPOWER TRAINING AGENCIES

"! Apart from traditional departmental training centres for; *fee

development of special'functional skills such: as the 3oard of Coscorns

Training School, Post and Telegraph Training School, the Federal: ^

Survey School among others, three specific government training agencies

deserve special .attention.' in view of their roles and significance in

training development within the past decade* These are: .<

— The Administrative Staff College (ASCON) . ,

— The Centre for Management Development (CMD) and
— The Industrial Training Fund (iTF) ■■;...•

4.21 The Administrative Staff College (ASCQN) : ;. :

Development and Scope .;;';.:-■! j .■.■;.-.,:, ,. ■. - :. ;. - ;,. ■

Recommendations 11 ~% 14 - of / Wollel'^s Report on Training. Needs of

the Federal Civil Service 1968 provided' respect!vely that: ,,

— a Civil Service Academy* be established; , ; .. :: ;

— an Advisory Board for the Academy be established: : , ,j

— necessary steps should be taken to prepare the

Academy fdr^vsj&c^alK'e^ :; -. ,

State relations and

— the Academy should provide a course; on improved :

Teaching Methods for Instructors.^*
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' Three specific; training programmes Were made mandatory for the

Academy:' ' ........ ■ ^ '.'.'.!■=.

- Clerical and Stenographers training

- Supervisory and Administration Training including

Accountants training £~id J ]

- Technical Training. ' ' ' \ '

The main goal of Wolle's report was to see a comprehensive

Institution that would cater for all classes' of workers in the public

service. However the government acceptance to establish an academy

to cater for the training of top and middle level administrators shows

a, recognition of Wolle's efforts.

Decree No. 39 of 197*3 established the Administrative Staff

College GASCON) with the specific responsibility to provide higher

managementtrainingfor the development of senior executives within

the public service principally, ASCON was from its inception' placed

under the supervision of the Ministry of Establishment.

With the special emphasis on the reactivation of ASCON in the

Udoji Report in order to promote "result-oViented" management in the

Public Sector, tjie Third National Development Plan 1975-80 provided

that ASCON should become:

"fully operational as a well-staffed and equiped

administrative institution of higher learning,

providing diverse training facilities to too

executives of both sectors of the economy".2"

Within the last three years ASCON has really got its' firm footing

in the National Training Scene through the massive recruitment of
qualified personnel who have-been.undergoing series of training programmes

particularly overseas, through the take over from overseas institutions

such as RIPA, (Royal Institute of Public Administration, U..K.) some
modules of senior management programmes and finally through the recent

opening of its permanent site at Badagry. The College, within the last
two years has put oVer 300 senior officers through series of its courses.

With increase government subversion which is now around S3 million

annually, the College should be able to increase and improve upon its

training activities. ;

4,22 The Centre for Management Development (CMP)

Development' and Scope

In the previous section 2.24 of this paper, the development of

the Nigerian Council for Management Education was attributed to the

pressure that the shortage of management skills put on the private

sector of the economy.
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In addition the three main functions of this Council were

enumerated. It is important here to examine the performance of the

council's executing agency -- the Centre for Management Development*

t»22.1 Growth and Activities ■' ■ ■ *

\rita the offer'; of ILO Technical experts, the Centre for

Management Development (OMD) was launched in January 1973 as a

result of L'he government's insistence on the development of

adequate executive capacity to cope with the 2nd Plan. Though

the statutory provision required to give -the CMD and its Council

legal existence took four years to mature (this is Decree No 51

of 1976), nevertheless the CMD has been able to establish its

influence as a national manpower development agency. It's main

function as allocated to it by the Federal Government include:

"(a) providing the Council background information

and ether technical data necessary for the

Councilfs policy—making and co-ordinating

'""''' '•''•' '■ -~1L" ■■■f/uhotibhsj1 '■ '"'''■"■ ■ ' ' ' "; -

■,.:; .!-■■■ -(b) ^proVidin^ rtanagemerit advisory and consultancy

f ''' r^iy ^services' to ■Nigerian enterprises;
v ■■*"■.■*;. ':.■■■ ''>.!■■■ ■•'-■.':.- ' ■ , : ': '■

; !(c) ' establishing arid maintaining an up-to-date

' : ' library of management 'studies;

(d) publishing journals, research papers and books

on modern management and supervisory techniques; and

(e)'"' sponsoring., promoting and conducting research

into all aspects of management and allied

subjects in r- iati'on to the -Kigc Man situation."

The activities of the CMD are currently channeled throgh

six departments;

• ' -i- Education and Training

— Consultancy Services

— Technical Services and Support

: ■■'"■ — Grants and Liaison ■?.■■■■■■

— Research and Planning

—Small Scale Industries
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The Centre receives financial support from three major

sources;

1. Federal Government Subversion: '.

. £155,410.00 in 1972-73)

. 8190,200,00 in 1973-74) 28

. 8323,000.00 in 1974-75)

. 8372,100.00 in 1975-76)
. .8715,000.00 in 1976-77)

. 5(848,259.00 in 1977-78) 29

. 8848,000.00 in 1978-79)

2. The Industrial Training Fund

,8394,530.00 -1973-74

. 8200,000.00 - 1974-75

• 8300,000.00 - 1975-76

: ,8500,000.00 -1976-77

3. Special Ministerial Assignment or Projects such as Ministry

of Trade and Industry's subvention for organizing conferences

on how to buy and run a business under the Indigenization

Decree, 1973-74 grant was 820,000.00. With the growth of

its activities, the CMD has been able to generate revenue

from other sources such Conferences and Training Programmes,

Consultancy, Hire and Audio-Visuals, Sales of Publications

etc.

Major achievements of the Centre so far include:
■-' ■ 1 h

- extensive Conferences and Training such as annual national

conference on management development, annual workshop for

management educators and trainers, Performance Improvement

Programme for Chief Executives in Public and private

enterprises, In—Plant Training etc*

- Overseas Training for officers in both sectors such as the

Training-the-Trainers Workshop in France and arranging for

foreign sponsored programmesr.

- Promotion of national professional bodies like the Nigerian

Association of Management Consultant (NAMCON), the Nigerian
Association of Schools of Management Education and Training,

The Nigerian Institute of Management Consultants and

Nigerian Institute of Marketing Management;

- Management Consultancy Advisory Services;
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— Technical Service and support for Organizations. The Centre's

audio visual library now contains over 100 training films, a

whole range of equipments such as film projectors, overhead

projectors and Closed Circuit Television (OGTV)i'- Its national

library of books is extensive with centres in its two other

area offices outside Lagos;

— The Centre has also pushed out 13

surveys and conference proceedings* See Appendix V.

4.23 The Industrial Training Fund (ITF)

■Development and Activities - ]''■ ■

The main rationale for establishing the Industrial Training Fund

(ITF) was to stimulate and if necessary enforce staff training on the

management of private enterprises who:by traditional economic motives

■and calculations may not want to train unless found convenient.

-" ■-■"■■'■ The Second National Development Plan 1970—74 provided the framework

for-tiife establishment of-ITF. Decree No* 47, 1971' stated the aim of

ITF as* ';-- -.■.,'■■• ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■■ ■■ .

"to promote and to encourage the acquisition of skills in

industry ajid commerce with a \*t£w. ta_generating-a. pool of

indigenous trained manpower sufficient to meet: the needs

of the economy1'-3^

The' Fund has a Governing Council and operates through six

sections: '

1. Planning and Programming

2. Advisory and Consultancy

3- Training and Development j -' ;"

'%*■' Industrial Attachment., Grants, and Reimbursement

'■' '- 5«' Research' and Information and , : J' - -■ *

6, Training Technology Services* ■ ; ■ ! •

Appendix VI gives details ori each section, ''■-',

The Scheme .:--'.

The basic strategy of the ITF is to generating training financing

through mandatory contributions» Under Decree of

"every employer with 25 or more employees to !"!

contribute 3% of its payroll. Amendment Decree

Noa 37? 1973 reduced the rate to 2% retroactive

from 1972 and from 1975 reduced to 1%"^
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Within the initial three years 1972-75 the Fund's liquidity was

over U5, million,

, With now 10 Area Officers excluding its Headquarters in Jos,

the Fund has over 1,500 contributors with the largest number of 1003

from Lagos State alone.

Main Achievements -

The achievements of the ITF today can be classified as:

— The Operation of Students Industrial WorK-Experience Scheme:

By the end of 1977 over 2,500 students benefited from the

12 week per session attachment which cost the Fund over

. N600,000.

rr.Provision of Direct Grants,to institutions and agencies like

:iV = . the CW whose share totalled HI,800,000 in 1976, Nigerian

Institute of Management &35»OOO to support training programmes

for small—scale industries; the Nigerian Motors Drivers and

Machanics Vocational School 5*15,000; H60.000 to Calabar College

of Technology for paper and pulp technology, the Ahmadu Bello

University £22r000 to support its engineering programmes.

— Support for Vocational^ImprovementnCentres and Institutions

such as the Polytechnics. More than 1,000 trainees have

benefited and ever 5J120rOOO disbursed. .

r-.Direct Manpower Training such as: Trainers Workshops made free

for employers. Over 500 participants from 300 organizations

have so far benefited;

— Development of Training Personnel Course ;

— Workshop on Techniques of Instruction,, ,:

— Workshop on Curriculum Design for Industrial Training

— Workshop on Evaluation Techniques for Industrial Training

— Industrial Safety Training

— Preparation and use of Training Aids

— Up-<lating Skills Training for Drivers? Messengers and

Dispatch Riders

— Officeroutine and practice for Clerical Officers etc.-

Other activities include: I;

development of group training scheme,

establishment of industry training advisory committees.

With all these achievements, the ITF is not without difficulties.

These will be examined in the next part — Appraisal of Government

Training Agencies.
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4-3 PUBLIC ACADEMIC AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS

4.31 Traditional fiqle of Ministry of Education

The Ministry of Education places traditional claim on all

activities to educate and train a nation*s citizens. The Nigerian

National Policy on Education covers eight specific areas of which

Adult and Non—Formal Education is one.

Apart from'the reference made in section 2.21 of this paper,

the Federal Ministry of Education has a Vocational arid Non—Formal

Education Division implementing the relevant policy and

activities on Adult and Nori-Formal Education. And to acquire

finance for the activities of this Division the National Policy on

Education states in its last paragraph:

"since technical and commercial education is

articulated to the needs of industry and

commerce, formulea for collaboration and

joint responsibility, such as is already

being carried out in schemes like ITF, will

be designed for sharing cost burden between

public and private sectors".32 i

With this background, it is not surprising'to find Government

Academic and Technical Institutions offering short and long term

courses in various areas of manpower (Employees) Education and

training.' ■

4»32 Scope and Range of Training

The Universities of Ife and Ahmadu Bello Institute of

Administration have long standing reputation in Nigeria for

carrying out in—service programmes for Public Servants particularly

in the Administrative cadre. These programmes riange from

certificate courses to diplomas- degrees and post graduate diplomas

and degrees in Public Administration.

In recent times, they have started to accept candidates from

the private sectors. '*

Besides these two, universities of Lagos, Benin and the

University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus, have various short—term

courses for employees from both public and private sectors. With

the University of Lagos in particular, it is significant to

mention its new MBA programme which one may call a recurrent

education for managers. It is a programme designed for managers

within industries to assist them relate their work experience to
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management theories*-; Apart from; academic intensity of the

programme students engage in practical research work*. The

Continuing Education Centres of the UniYer,sity: of Lagos ,also

runs a host of short term management and supervisory courses

on a contiguous basis* . .;

Colleges of TeshnoIoay/PolywC J.-iiii^ . , . ■, ,

The Nigerian Colleges of Technology and the Polytechnics have

become very popular for short term training courses for workers

particularly those within the junior and supervisory ranks. The

Department of. Management and Business Studies of Yaba College of

Technology for;example is traditionally used for secretarial,

clerical and supervisory management courses- ,

With their orientation to technical skills development the

Colleges of:Technology and Polytechnics receive the financial

support of.the.ITF particularly through its, Students Industrial

Work-Experience;Scheme, Under the soheme students of Engineering-

Technology^Ranking and Accountancy,receive industrial attachment

training.*.' Each student is paid 1*90*00 allowance monthly for the
three-month attachment Overv 2?5OO students have, benefited from

this scheme. Attached to the polytechnics are Vocational

Improvement Centres which organize short term day or evening

classes for: technical workers o,; The ^Centres, have ?-lso attracted

. financial support.

Though there are no ,--:p '-'.y--. . -1 details tot-I'v-.'ii-Ty the

achievement of these institutions? they have contributed imensely

to manpower training development., in Nigeria insp.ite of their

shortcomings and constrainte*'which feature ifrparc I\r of this paper

4.4 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE, ENTERPRISES ;

A,41 Need. and, Developo-e^\ ..

There is no doubt:that efficient performance.and corporate

effectiveness are paramount to all business organizations„

Therefore i,t is the objective of ^ contemporary business to improve

the performance and develop the potential.of its.persoiinel at all

levels in order to furnish at all times a competent and adaptable

•■ ''.work, force for the effective conduct of .the businessH

,,./;;.- Manpower training in pubJ.ip; and private, enterprises has long

,: received greater emphasis than C.n the. public service - ,; :^ince the

.r-.: -colonial entrepreneur started, involving Nigerians ab.bo,th the
,-u-r operative, supervisory and. management levels, oldest businesses

.. like the United; Afriipan Company U,AoC* ,, Kingsway, Johnr?olt? BEWAC
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etc. found training imperative for efficient performance. With

the enforcement of Nigerianization policy, companies like ,the

Shell-BP; Lever 3rcthers, Nigerian Tobacco Company, the 3rewries,

ITT, Oil Companies like British (now African Petroleum) etc. have

embarked on large scale staff development schemes — costing

substantial amount of money. These companies are the contributors

to the ITF. One oil company for example contributes N95,000.00 to

ITF annually. ■ ■■ •■"--—"1.L.-.■'.":■ .■.„■„.; V ; . . . ■

> In recent survey by the Manpower Secretariat, the private sector

has the highest score in terms of manpower trained efforts in the

country. According to the survey,1 out of 28*709 employees trained within

I976-77 period, 3,175 came from the Public Service while the State

Public Service,'Public Corporations and Private Companies have

■respectively 5,137; 5,350 and'1 £.,008 and Local Government Authorities

537. The distribution of this 1976-77 efforts into broad occupational

groups revealed that skilled and seoi~sk±JJed manpower had t+0%,
Senior Administrative and Managerial 29%; Senior Scientific and
Technical 9$; Intermediate-level Scientific and Technical 25$.-^

■£. 12 Stretegy ".' _' ' '" " '' "'; '■■

Basically the companies have two major schemes -^.In-plant and

External training- Each can either be local or overseas.

Programme concentration is first On the technical, aspects of

organizational tasks. Non-^funetional programmes such as management

and supervision have however received considerable attention,

TJhile private enterprises do not generally send their

employees to long programmes leading to higher degrees, the

Public Corporations spend considerable fund in this area and staff

often prefer to go overseas.

Quite a number of Comapnies particularly in the textile,

wood t metal work, electrical industries provide apprenticeship

training schemes for their staff> Such training generally last

2—5 years leading to City and Guilds*

Self-development is supported by a few organization such

support could be in form of reimbursement of expenses on

correspondence courses or payment of professional examination fees.

It is generally noted that small scale businesses either have

little awareness of training benefits or have no desire, at the

moment to train for fear of losing trainee.. Efforts are, however,

increasing to stimulate training consciousness in the small scale

industries. Most of the organizations have separate department or

division for staff development and usually headed by a management

staff who either conducts training by self or involves the efforts
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of trainin6 consultants or theatre ^ -nagement

^TS5:^^ of manner training in
the country-

/;.5 PRIVATE TKAINING CONSULTANCY FIRMS

■ , ^ t^^ r^owth. Import*™*, and Programme

=of^L,ta11cL fOrOed.^, grov of

oonsLjltancy* .-..-,.

occupation and professions.

are adventurers and entrepreneurs.

^nftr^nLe^^, eater —r. -* ^ -=r of
development and training fxeld currently has quite q

.consulting or
ganizations (See Appends I)

consulting -ganxzations ^^ ^ ^^ ^

courses ranging from Performance ^Pr courses. Some specialize
messengers to supervisory' and -nage.ent courses P ^

in specific-areas '^^^^^iSls'develo.-ent and
Trainers and one or tw m Lnter pex ^>

Sensitivity trainings

ftisAnticipated tnat the economy
to have more new ones.
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/1.6 PRIVATE PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

Like the Consultancy Firms, Nigeria has, within the decade, witnessed

the establishment of a good number of professional associations which,

have embarked on training programmes to support their growth and

professional standards* ■,,..■

Older ones like the Nigerian Institute of Management have fully

taken up training as their key activity. Some engage in long term

training leading.to the.award of professional certificates like ACCA,

From the foregoing, it is clear that the outgoing decade marks an

epoch of, manpower training development in Nigeria. The appraisal of

this development constitutes my next, task..- . .
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5.0 PROBLEMS FACING, MANPOWER TRAINING DEVELOPMENT IN NIGERIA

5•1 Problem Classification ;...>. ; , - - . ;,. .

Using a rather evolutidiary process, we have been able in the past

, four parts of this paper to examine the need for manpower,training in

Nigeria; the prevailing fragmented manpower training policies,, the

disintegrated training strategy in operation and the extent to which

each system in the strategy has been able to establish its mark on the

national manpower training scene. .

In this part V it is my intention to examine the variety of

problems facing manpower training development in Nigeria, To assist in

conceptualizing my ideas about the problems to be enumerated some

people in government training agencies, public and private staff

development officers, lecturers and instructors in the universities and

polytechnics, and private training consultants were interviewed face-

to—face using specific questionnaire. See Appendix VI a, b, and c.

The problems identified are therefore relatively objective and,

without doubt, having some impact on training development in Nigeria.

The problems identified relate broadly to seven specific areas:

1. The Prevailing Concept and Practice of Manpower Management.

2. The Prevailing Attitudes to Manpower Training,

3. The Degree of the Relationship of Training to the Realities

of the Xorld of 'fork.

4. The degree of Training Professional Competence.

5« Socio-Cultural Constraints Facing the Tevelopment of

Training Professionalism*

6. The Degree of Co-ordination and Monitoring of National

Training Efforts and,

7* Task—Achievement Constraints of National Training Agencies.

It is perhaps essential to briefly examine these in turn.
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5.2 The Pr evailih'g Concept arid j:Practi c'e 'of Manpower:Hana&£merit

in Nigeria

In a research efforts of ABC Management Group Ltd. in I976 .on
"Attitudinal Problems of Management development in Nigeria,;it was

discovered that the problem of poor manpower management and development

in Nigeria is ubiquitous. The study revealed that in many business

organizations there never existed a dynamic method of manpower

management particularly for career'planning using performance objective

criteria, effective utilization of existing manpower and effective staff

appraisal,-'-'

Manpower :Hahagement, according to ..the., above study deal s with; thre-

basic concerns: ...'.. -..„.' .

"(l) the concern for employees with the appropriate skills

needed to accomplish the objectivesof an organization,

(2) the concern to evolve a judicious utilization of the

skills available coupled with the maintenance of ■

employee's loyalty and commitment -to organization's

goals and future; and

(3) the concern to make opportunities available in the

organization for further development of existing

skills."3^ ■ ' -

These three areas of concern invariably, call for five major -

management activities which the Group conceptualized as "The RITAT

Framework" for Manpower Management and utilization. RIT/.P stands for:

Recruitment, Induction, Training, Appraisal end development.

These activities demand very well established systems of approach

in any institution or organization. There are few organizations, and

in fact the few are, shameful to say, managed by expatriates; that have

developed systematic approach to carrying out each of these major

activities. ' '

Recruitments into most establishments - public or private -.arc

faulty. They are based not on merits but on a combination of currupt

practices.

The same goes for trainee selection and staff promotions,, For

example in a recent article on the inefficiency of the Public Service,

Mr. Augustus Adebayo, Senior Lecturer in Public Administration,

University of Ibadan, enumerated 13 problems of which Faulty Recruitment

of Employees was number two. To this Mr, Adebayo stated:
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"while a few agencies strive to be impartial and

honest in the recruitment of employees to senior

positions, a good many are blinded by nepotism and

tribalism. Preference is given to candidates of

blood relation* and_same ftthiiiejorigin-! Interview

panelists disclose their interests to one another ■ . '■■ ■'":

and there is mutual bargaining and horse-trading,

the result is that candidates of poor-merit get

appointed. How can"this situation produce efficiency

in the publicservice?"i7

Thus the prevailing subjective manpower management practice:: -,su. ■ -

part of the explanations for inadequate performance of employees in ;

many of our public and private organizations. ■ . , , ,

It is important for us at this Conference to examine how our

organizations can evolve objective and- efficient manpower ,

management practices, which many consider absolutely; fundamental

to meaningful manpower training.

5.3 The ' Prevailing Attltude-s -iro-.Manpower Training.

As training practitioners we have, all experienced a variety of

hard-to-understand; attitudes', employers' and employees alike, display in

favour or against training.

From my own point of view, the attitudes to training prevailing in

Nigerian public and private organizations fall into three patterns:

1. The attitude of management to training.

2. ■ The attitude of departmental managers to the Role of the

.'.;'. Training Function or>Department- and

3. Thre attitude of individual employee in Nigeria to .

training as related to the attitude of his immediate

superior to training the subordinate staff,

5.31 ■The Attitude of Management

The Management, that is, the overall decision-making

hierarchy in an organization has the authoritative hold on traini^;

Our experience in Nigeria shows that two basic variables condition

the' type of attitude which management gives to training at each

time. These are Power and Fear, The management has the monopoly

of power to decide when the organization can afford to train in

terms of money and time. The management is afraid as to whether

training should be given in view of the perception it has of tb-

organizatibn's stability at each given time. . These two inter-

: dependent variables tend to permeate every layer of our organizati
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Tecision to train is often based on these and .when.training is

actually seen imperative, it is shunted aside^when the state of

the two problems are uncertain. : 1 ■ . .;

5.32 The Attitude of Departmental Managers, to, the .Training

Manager and the Tn Ining Function .., ;-.,..

Training as a strategy for change - organizational and

individual behaviour change - by its nature,,, .threatens stability

and status quo. The attitude of a competent, enthusiastic

training manager to the tasks, complecates situations. Since the

training manager will often see himself as a.change agent, he
likes to see himself not as a technologist but as inter-departmental

consultant and staff counsellor- Other managers feel that the

■Training Manager infringes on others' territories. As one staff

Development Manager in an oil company said during personal interview

"the organization's trainer' ends, u

counsellor, confident, adviser and receiver of

complaints". . ■ , ■

Majority of the trainers interviewed on their operational

constraints identified the following five as prevailing:

- the inability to actually define operational limit

leads .to frustration since the trainer is engaged

with various organisation, development problems;

■ - the inability of line, managers to own up to their

'■"■- own personal training needs; ;. , ,

- the inability of line, managers to accept responsibility

for on-the-job coaching of their subordinates;

" :- the trainer's inability to make ,managers integrate other

complementary staff development activities into staff

training and

- inadequate recognition of the role of the Trainer and

: the Training Function. :

5.33 The Interplay of .Subordinate - Superior's Attitude to Training

Training in most organizations in Nigeria is replete with

generalized human motives that are.completely outside the tenets

of organizational and personal training; need,s determination. It is

from this angle, that one can clearly.see the varying attitudes

that employees, no matter at what level or position, attach to

training as the' individual: who wants, it or who nominates others

for it • , ■ -. .
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In another survye conducted by our Training Tivision on the

systems for Training in selected organizations, as, preparatory to

the presentation on "Training Needs:' Rationale and Approach" for

CAFRAD's Training of Trainers Workshop for Project Managers,

University of Ife, January 1977, it was discovered that reasons

for trainee nomination ,are based more on inter-organizational

pressures and personal motives rather than --aal performance needs.

These reasons are:

1. That Training in most organizations is by precept

In most cases employees are required by authoritative

:■' order to be trained, and therefore every manager

regards it imperative to satisfy these authoritative

policies and practices* Training therefore has

little or no relationship with performance requiremnts.

2. Training is provided for in most departments to offset

intra-organizational jealousy syndrome

This is an internal pressure on superiors to send

subordinates on one form of training or the other

because of precidence. If"Mr* X had been3 it is

•■"'■' mandatory that I too should go* This is training

precipitated by human imitative tendency.

3. Training is used in most organizations as a paternal

; reward and punishment measure

This is where' managers^ provide training either as a

reward for their most loved staff or as a punishment

to get rid of the most undesirable elements

temporarily or permanently.

In most cases those termed undesirable were good

performers who were only dissatisfied with their

superiors managerial style*

Case Extract

A sectional manager in a medium-sized textile company

responsible for personnel recruitment and training,

' ;. was unhappy with his boss - the Chief Personnel Manager

over his interference with his recruitment procedures.

The sectional Manager had on many.occasions challenged

' ; his boss and even threatened to expose him if this

■'■■'■ pressure did hot stop-' He was later recommended to go on

1 a one month■management course, while on the course the

Chief Personnel Officer'reorganized the department, and

placed another Officer he could better manipulate in his

place.
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This shows how training is often a means of fulfilling

■ ■ the, personal tendencies of superior officers.

i. Most organizations engage in training to satisfy
corporate image , . ,

The establishment of the Industrial Training Fund and

membership of many organizations in NSCA - Nigerian Employ

, Employers Consultative Association — put some pressure

on organizations to train. : These organizations, apart

from the pressures from these agencies, like, not only

to imitate other organizations:but, to show that they

too engage.in staff development» This is a situation in

which training is used to. meet corporate image syndrome

rather than real needs.,

5» Training.,, where precipitated, by personal request is

often a way to achieve job abdication tendency

Some staff negotiate training for themselves as an

opportunity to ^et away from a purishing work situation.

6, Training is generally assumed as a step towards
promotion and higher pay

: A generally, accepted expectation of most staff sent on

training is to come back and assume high' responsibilities

with-corresponding remuneration.;' These people regard

promotion as immediate outcome of training.

Case Extract ; :

An, administrative officer in a well-^known company

importing and selling mainly Japanese vehicles in Lagos

learnt reliability that the company was planning to set

UP a-. sta^ development department. • This administrative

''a^X;icer !fur1:tier investigated the grade level intended for
the head of the new department* He learnt that this was
about two or three steps higher than his present level*

So he decided to pressure the Administrative Manager to

send him on a six week Training of Trainers Workshop

recently advertised. He was sent on the course but few

weeks after his return he learnt to his disappointment

the decision of the company to shelve the plan

indefinitely,. The officer is now with another

organization.
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. This.example illustrates the use of personal ambition

to negotiate training without relating the effort to

well planned corporate needs.

7. Training, in majority of cases, is used as a means to

immediate self enrichment

A fascinating case situation revealed that quite a

great number of employees particularly in government,

regard training as a means to earn additional money,

;: In fact majority lobby to go on overseas training not

minding its relevance but to earn the lucrative

: , allowance,.

In a particular case analysis of training cost it was

i ■: . -discovered that the allowance paid to. a particular

■■..-.■ . • trainee on a two week course was more than four times

the cost of the tuition. More importantly the

organization could have spent the same amount to train,

■;■,,: :■ in:.house, more than six people, for the same period and the

training would have been more relevant to organization

and personal performance needs. ■

With the above attitudinal approaches to training, one is

left to conclude, that training implementation policies and

strategies of many organizations in Nigeria,, are based on erratic

behaviours that make such problems like:

— unsystematic manpower planning,

— performance inefficiencies,

— inter—personal fears and

— organizational insensitivity to change to persist in both

the public and private sectors of the economy.

Perhaps it is necessary at this Conference to examine what could be

done to let those concerned to establish positive orientation

towards training.
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5.4 The Relationship of Training to the World of Work .

If training is designed to promote behaviour change all efforts

towards it must consider the realities of work situation where the

behaviour would be practised. To examine how far our national

training effort relate to the realities of work it is important to

consider the efforts made by Training Users - Organization training
Provides - Educational Institution and Consultants and Training

Co-ordinators - IT17 and CMT.

5.41 The Training Users

The Employers of labour particularly the enterprises,

have long realized the importance of making sure that training

reflects the technical operations of their work. The various

efforts of Public and Private enterprises in this direction

have been considered in section 4.4 through various training

schemes particularly practical exposures and scholarships to

promote the development of skills peculiar to their individual

operations. However the procedures and systems used in many

of our organizations to promote on-the-job training need much

to be desired as observed in 5-3 above. Training should receive

systematic planning; there is need to ascertain areas of

operational needs in line with corporate overall objectives

and plans? there is the need to relate programmes to meet

identified needs; there is the need to develop and use a

appropriate teaching-learning methods, materials and aids;

there is the need for effective evaluation to assess impact

and relevance of training and there is the need to provide

adequate follow-up action plans for individual career development

and for necessary adjustments of strategies.

Both public and private organizations should step up

recurrent educational scheme for top managers and executives

whereby they can leave the world of work into academic
institution to familiarize themselves with current research

efforts in their line of operation and thus keeping abreast of

ever changing technology. They need also to exchange'' experiences

and test the degree of obsolescence their operational methods

have acquired over the years.
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5•42 Training Providers

Training Programme .spongers ..such as the. .academic _

institution and consultancy firms in Nigeria"are in the trade for

convenience.

. The prevailing react.ion -~\" ":..-.' -c-necent c':.iff Acvcloprv^.'c

managers interviewed is that there are lots of training package

hawkers all over the places; t'<at m;./r,- uon't even .understand the

concepts hurriedly picked up i:i text books how r.uch .T.ore of

;adapting these concepts to the Nigerian setting.

One Training M-nagor expresse! his concern to a lecturer

attending the last Conference of vht, Nigerian Association of

Schools of Management Education ;-.nd Training November 1-2, 1979?

on the inability of many IV3A graduates and ^irplcyosn who attend

.university's short courses to p^^fom effectively an managers and

said he was surprised at .t:i? lecturer's reply,that "eoo vre train

them to; be educated .not as raarr^^r.*;" > It :.s about time for Nigeria

:to consider the. replacement of i;r.cacl.-.1T;ic sabbatical" yith

"industrial sabbatical" to enable such lecturers- tost, their

theories in industriesP

,. ; It is true; .that, tr^ny r tra-'-n r.;T consultants a"c oppcrtunir-ts

and that they capitalize c-n vhe ^roT-ing fi-wirore^s for traiiiing to

derive personal ccopcmic boo:-...,.,iTii'v:j, are. .po^ie. tv"io .^njoy vho

profession.and arc in.it riot o;-,'.-/ f-r Vneir livinj _up-ktcp but ::or

real job satisfaction, lv is ,q:j.ire easy, to . sort th^ out if only

those who ;take .decisions oi>. ;;r?.i nin". in our orsapi^ii'.-i.cr.r; are

straight; forward and objective,, ."'.■._ '../: should ascertain

.consul tants. ■ pr,oof of (.cognitive ; |. raci'ical and a^titudir.al

competence for the job.and be pr^iiv-d to only help their organi-a--

tion. to really get, "'alue for r.ope;'- It ie the duty of the Cl'f :\:..d

the ITF to assist-users.in this.direction. _However the3^ two

agencies have not hither 70 ostablir-b ^d performance standards

using objeclive criteria ~o.r .-:■ '.'-':_ nnpui.uncy iirr-s out. The

-CMD for example was bold ~o say _\n-one 01 its publications that

the assignments contracted to ee-rr.e consultancy fircis ::ere not

properly carried out and their products were of 119 use to the

CMD's expectation.. It is curprioir;T. to note that these firms whose

efforts were, reject-?'! still find their names listed in CMP's

National Directoryc.

The fact of our situation i:i I.-'.^erii is the gczxVral

malady of lack of recognition and :cc -ptrnce of unique

capabilities unless one is known ov there are so-- personal

benefits to be derived^
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"^y^3' Training Coordinating Agencies

The Centre for Management Development and ITF are both involved

in. training as sponsors and coordinators. Section £.22 and 4,23

have vividly summarized the various efforts of these agencies.

"'" Inspite of their achievements and concerns, they have been rigorously

attacked by users of their programmes, in particular. While majority

have high opinion of the CMD's technical support service and variety

of programmes, some users feel that, CM) should get oat of the r.yrjdrom-

that training packages and programmes have to be imported to impress,

that their "external modelling" very often has no relationship with

Nigerian needs, that curriculum for middle"level and-top managers

should be geared to Nigerian needs and that the CAT should do somethir^

' ■ ■ about certificate; awarding private institutes that have suddenly

multiplied in the past decade. As one manager put it, "CMD should

safe-use from phony documents called professional certificates".

There is a general acceptance that the ITF is more 6f a

"government debt collector" rather than promoter of industrial

skills. One manager said, the only time ITF visits his

Organization is when levy is late for collection, that ITF has not

bordered to check on operational difficulties Sf industry or check

on trainee's adjustment t* w«rk particularly those sent on

industrial attachments. Apart from this lack «f supervision Of

skills adaptation, the.period of attachment is too short for the

student to really enjoy the nitty—gritty of industrial life. It is

essential for us to examine the improvements these agencies need to

make their operations more meaningful to work situation.

Perhaps it is useful t<=> suggest here that the agencies should

jointly establish a Professional/Occupational Career Counselling

programme to assist workers in industry, commerce and services to

"develop careers mas': sai.ed to their indiviJual abilities and

■'■" ; < potential. Career guidance should not be limited to pre—e'mployement

but made a continuous exercise to allow a worker the choice fbr

personal career growth or change,

5-5 TRAINING PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE

. A major problem facing.our national training development is the

inability to identify competence with the profession. Many are guilty

of this charge — the users as well as the providers and co-ordinators.

Training: profession i& not new, it is coping with the changing

demands that we are troubled with. The mere fact that one is

academical lyr qualified to; instruct in a University is not enough to lay

claim on training competence. Neither is one's.long existence as a

manager sufficient to make him a training expert. The trainer is not

just an instructional technician, he is a change—agent who needs to

integrate knowledge with the skills and attitudes required by the

profession.
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Training Officers in our
ation are hybrids composed of

3S

time
the-need-to

present

g ^

a-lne present lgj1_^^
:

^1-Problems Facing .the Development of . Training

Professionalism ' 1

. Training Professionalism .or cpmpetenc,, like any o'.-her P
in Nigeria" fade* hostile climate to-its growth and development.Apart

mmmmm-o Ithnfe p^rLage, role^ersonaXity co^lict and the ^x - of
ady-that loosens out at a,qui«k application of
U the^e make a mockery, of prof essionalis*. TW.^^

Sitate, more than before, the regorous involvement of the CKT and
^In ensuring £tandarde, for top .Managers - General Managers and
[rectors - wh^ take'final decisions on financial disbursement, to
learn how to recognize professional worth. , : .

3 7 r^rritnation and

Plan that:

"In the situation that is'developing, forward aiKT detailed
planning, technical services and guidance as well as _
co-ordinltion Will become critical inputs for the t
ment of national objectives which require the smooth meshxng

of one' programme into another",-^ . ■ ■■;
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5.8 ; Task Achievement Constraints of National graining Agencies - :

The past chapters obviously contained isolated references' on,, the- i . ..

problems and constraints being experienced by our National Training, 7 ! ■ :-■ r,

Agencies specifically the Ministry of Establishment,, ASCQN,; CM) and ,ITF. , ; ,

In some places^ the difficulties of the Manpower Planning Secretarial Vi,,; ■

were highlighted. 'It is important to, consolidate : the .problems and, ..- ■

constraints facing .the> Agenoi-es* ' ■,,.''■'■ ]-; ■ ■ ■ '<■ ; ■■ - ■ ■■■'■ ■■''■■' -■-■:

Tne problems identifiea during reseUrcl*" ..q^ lor itj^is .paper relate . ,.,;,,,

broadly to the efforts of each agency to understand, ...Sfnd;;interprete .., -: . .. 1 ;

appropriately the scope of its enabling powers so .as to limit:the tendency

to threaten other agency, the efforts to initiate discussion on possible

areas for -co—ordination and co-operation in .a mutually supportive, non-r.

threatening climate whether or not policies and activities clash. and:the^. ;

efforts of the chief executives and their immediate lieutenants to promote

the type of managerial behaviour and management.styles best suited to the

unique character of a national training: agency. ,

Problem Classification ■ ■: .■■ ;•;..- ; .

To really understand the situation of the agencies and their

managing executives it>:is:^^mgortant to menti6n that their problems come

from two major,sourcesi 1 . , ,- , ■ ■ ; ... . , .. '.-,-,■ ... ( ;

1 ■ ;■■ '(l)"' ii-ora'Wt-sideijthe iagency such as the. government; that :.. ,■ 1(i.;

> t > ^established, then in -theifirst plaGe., or; from,the,, public —.... ; ■, :

mostly public-servi-ee. public corporations,; private companies.. .

institutions and training consultants- The, problems.- emana-ting-, ,

from these bodies we can labelled Problems External;

(2);> those front within the, agency, itself; in terips. of; prgan^-Zational

- i managements these>we can,,call; Problems rXnterna'I»;: TT- ■"■ T~':~: "•■'- ■

5*Si Problems External

- Perhaps: rthe-ftiost potent constraint, is; the ^Lack' o£_ Centrallt.y of "'. ... ,

Co-ordinating- Authority'. As' Pita TIjiofor put it; in his paper, — the> -—

Problems1 of'Management Education; in Nigeria;.at tfce Conference, of the. .NigerpLap

Association <ot Schools of Management-Education and Training, November 1-2 .

1979» tho^e bodies charged with co-ordination are, themselves not co—ordi— ,

nated because they individually; receive their mandate from different ■ .. .

sources or authorities: ■ • .: . t ■. ; ; : .

'ASCON... under the Federal Ministry of Establishnient. CM), is under ; : ;,.

the Ministry of Economic; Developmentl. Of course added to this,, is ,.

the supervision of ITF by ■the Ministry of Industry-. , , -.,_ ..
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Perhaps . one reason ..for ._.the situation is the national^urgency under

which individual agency was established and which did not permit much

consideration as to where these agencies might clash the case of the

Staff Development -Division of the Federal Ministry of Establishment ;and

ASCON, -where there is no doubt about operational dichotomy is one .. r • ,:■

testimony. There was for some time, a clash. The Ministry regarded^ ■ >

ASCON as a training institution only establish to conduct programmes in: .:

line with needs set by the Ministry's Staff Development Divisi6n, However, :

ASCON did not regard itself as another FTC whose activities should be

subjected to such surveillance. The same functional clash often obtains

between the CMD and ITF.Recent development is the difficulty to identify;

who has the final authority on training and consultancy for the small- ,

scale industries. As an officer in one of the two agencies remarked • '■

Twhy can't institutions stay within its own operational orbit as dictated

by its own decree. — ■ ;

This lack of authoritative co-ordination Uias led to effort

duplication and wastages of our national resources in terms of each,agency

now establishing services and infrastructures more or less competitively,

A recent rumour that there could possibly be a merger sent.the executives "•■

of each agency panicing and consequently politicing to safe empires.

The second "problem external' is lack of operational freedom that

agencies experience regularly. The agencies are handcuffed:by putting

them under civil service regulations and procedures. T\7ith the traditional

characteristics of bureaucracies such as legal domination, secrecy> red tape

ana centralization of power to name a few ,the agencies that are designed

to educate, to be creative and self-adjusting are'thus turned into

monsterous institutions* ' ' ;

The third problem is the claim by the agencies that they are not

given the recognition and acceptance needed by botti public and private ■

organizations. Where recognized-asin the case of ITF for its power to

sanction, its orders are still set aside.

Next constrain is over—dependence of some agencies on foreign,

experts. Soin'e: of our national agencies grew out of international pressures

for assistances.When final agreement is reached, 'experts', are.sent to-. -

collaborate efforts with local counterparts to establish and develop the.,

agency as! a joint project. A typical example is the Centre for Management

Development. ''fhile it is accepted that there is the need for experts

support, it appears there is little or no effort to think out the ■'

possibility of inter-personal friction while the experts give their ■,

technical input. ILO experts or any experts as such, are human beings

with human tendencies, interests and expectations. The case of CMD saw

unrecorded clashes of interests at its inception between the local chief

executive and the project managers —^ a situation that led to two or three

project managers in quick succession.

It is important to have clear-cut position descriptions for the

experts brought to assist agencies. It is more important to find out
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initially whether they are even needed —■ meaning we should first try

local manpower resources and stop regarding foreign personnel as

mirracle people.

Another_ constraint^ facing son.e of the agencies is the inability

to get consistent and well dedicated governingJcoUiicij»: On many occasions

the plans"of an agency nave been delayed to, the point -that the' enthusiasm

with which plans were^initiated had to. fader^r&yv :'Sfost .agj&icies-Jfiave

overburdened, council members who.-on-ly sparingTy "^ttenS. to agency^s meetings

and programme. Agencies can only function when there are dedicated council

members to give guidance and immediate approval to plans when required.

One of the problems that falls on the border line between being

external or internal is the general emphasis put on lack of permanent

facilities for the agencies.

This could he regarded as external concern caused ,by external

authority by not providing necessary funds to build required structures.

The issue becomes internal when chief executives, of these agencies cannot.;

use their imagination to initiate alternatives with available finance*

In an attempt of one of our agencies, for example, to have a unique

permanent structure, the chief executives spent thousands of naira on a.

global tour on building comparison. ,Suqh monies coulcl have been used to ,.

acquire land and put up simple permanent four walls and stop paying over

N150,000,— on rent annually* What is important is hot how unique our

permanent structures are but how functional to meet the needs of the

moment and thus helping to channel funds to valuable ends. We can conclude

that our agencies face the problem of misplaced priorities,.

Another borderline constraint facing the agencies is the shortage of

staff with the required professional skills. This problem could be

attributed to the authorities for not providing enough funds to recruit

highly qualified staff. The authorities could be blamed for establishing

agencies with virtually identical functions. How to enrich them by

duplicating the skills in a nation already in crisis of shortage of

professional skills becomes a difficult task.

This constraint can also be attributed to the inability, to manage

available experts in the agencies. Many overseas recruitments at very

high costs have taken place, the experts (Nigerian) have reported but

only to jump out not only because of salaries but for the frustrations

arising from managerial styles of their chief executives.

5*32 Problems Internal

Some of the agencies have not accomplished much because of the type

of problems tiiey face from within as organizations. The complaint of,

frustration made by many of the staff interviewed can be attributed to

poor management and poor executive leadershipt
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It is important to know here that some executives do not understand

the nature of the organizations they manage arid the kind of participants

or staff they have to control. Agencies like CMD, ITF and ASCON are

different from civil service or manufacturing organizations by'their goals

and activities. Their staff are therefore different in orientation. .

Their managem6R-t-&tF^4-ttpe~«feoti-leJ-%e-sueh -^ha^-wotiiti-rpermxtrexperts to

operate'"freely in:''order'-to-1i'i-bepat-e--t-tie~-energie-s-;"arrd '-talerrts-they "need ' ' ":

for creativity, hardwork and dedication to duty. Experts can only

function in' an environment^ that is less rule--bound or'not Aarmstrung

by reporting and communication arrangements peculiar to "the civil service

or the1'private'manufacturing'1 concern. ' With'. good executive leadership

the agencies can still'operate ireely and their 'staff can be given the

freedom required even within the present subordination of their policies

and activities to the surveillance of public service ministries.

With these external and internal constraints'most -of the agencies

often fail to reach the mark* The ITF for example cannot fully discharge

its duties to the contributbrs1.1 : Sdnie contributors complain that they

have net been reimbursed for!1977 training when asked the reason for

their low impression of the Fund's activities. The ITF on the other hand

complained of manpower shortage The fact is that no business will

understand ITFfs problem that is:making that business organization to tie

down somewhere,some N43rOOO.— annual refund for three years* It is'in

business a \-or investment- ' This a^ :iri shows hov flur rational resources

can be wasted ^through establishing an agency"that we know we cannot

adequately ^equipped or managed. ..--.-...

One of the challenges for tne 1930s therefore is a complete-

assessment early enough, of these constraints facing training agencies

and establish a strategy for meeting thenw

6.0 THL NIGERIAN ASSOCIATION FOH;TRAINING AND'DEVELOPMENT (NATAD) . :

Established over six years ago, the Nigerian Association for Training

ana Development (NATAD) has remained a sick baby. Apart from'1 a few;

general meeting within the first two years of Its existence, NATAD has'

undertaking nothing to report upon. It was just two months ago that an

attempt was made to revitalize it, hoping that the baby would live

after all* ■■'■'' ■ ■

My concern he^e is' to present the five major problems of NATAD

gathered from some training officers who have been associated with it

one way or the other.

6c1 NATAD's Constitutional Rigidity

According to some people, if NATAD officials are no more active

due to resignations from training posts held at the time of their

appointment; there should be an opportunity to adjust the constitution

to meet members job career change* This is something for this conference

to examine in order to help National Training Association meet the need

for continuity.
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6.2 Lack of Promotional Activities

NATAD is not well known particularly by training and staff development

managers that art ntn; in the trade. Regular promotional activities are

needed to enlist membership not only in terms of number but also in terms

of support from, current members ■, . government agencies and the public and.,.,

private enterprises,. . . .. .

6.3 NftEAp has no fund. . . :

6.4 Over-burdened Officials ... ' '.':

One o± the main reasons for NATAD's inactive existence is that.the

officials who are to promote its activities are themselves over—burdened

by many activities,,.,.,National Training Association needs permanent sraff

at least a secretary and .a.small permanent office where officials can

call for briefing and part-r-time supportive services to the Association,

Such an office can even start to build up a library for the use of members

who perhaps can have the time.

The transfer of an officer of NATAD.by his employer should immediately

be reported to the secretary who will make necessary arrangement for the

Executive Committee to provide alternatives. This may. help to ensure .

continuity of the association,

0*5 Lack of adequate support from government or its national training

agenciest like, .ITF,.and CMD —Now that CMD. is promoting the growth of

Associations, it will be worthwhile for it to consider supporting NATAD.

ITF has tried in the past. It should now see it as a concern to put

NATAD on a firm footing considering the pres.nt growth of many professional

bodies having-, virtually the same objectives.

7.0 INTEGRATED*.SYSTEMS STRATEGY FOR NATIONAL MANPOVLR TRAINING -

THE CHALLENGE FOR THE 1^80s

7.1 The Need . ,"''"'.

The past,'efforts have- revealed the experiences and situations that ■ .

Nigerian has witnessed in the past decade in her effort to promote

manpower training in all the sectors of the economy* These experiences

and situations have le_. to the conclusion that our national manpower

training efforts in the pact decade, though impressive were highly .

unco—ru'dinated. As observed, one cardinal reason for the lack of'effective

co-ordination is that our national inanpover^training is characterised by

fragmented policies^ As each policy was made and an agency created, it

became difficult to review existing policy^ modify the activities of its

executing agency in order to meet new pressures and needs without

duplication of energy ana .resources,. As the agencies grew, as more

organizations developed their own individual training strategies and as

the population of training providers suddenly increased, the problem of

co-ordination became acute. Lveryone is now concerned about wh* "; exactly

should be done e as observed in section 5*7 aboveB
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The greater challenge facing Nigeria now is how to control the

systems in the MIXED BAG Strategy. The purpose of tnis.last .chapter

is to present what I think may help Nigeria to resolve the dilemma of

unco-ordinated manpower training to meet her long term requirements.

7«2 .The Framework .

The suggestion I submit for further examination is a conceptual

framework designed to imbue rationality into the entire manpower training

situation. This framework is an Integrated Systems Strategy for National

Manpower Trainings

Central to this strategy are;

(i) the recognition o± the existing agencies, institutions,

organizations training consulting firms and professional

-, associations as unique individual systems operating in the

training scene;

(ij.) : the recognition that these individual systems have a common

degree of generality in terms of the mission they pursue and

therefore their services must be complementary rather than

competitive no ratter whether one belongs to the public or

private sector;

(iii) the recognition that for services to be complementary all

participants in the training arena require common co-ordinating,

monitoring s^id evaluating machinery to enable the nation

^benefit maximumly from services they provide; and

(iv) the recognition of the need 'or eifectivt communication among

all participating groups in training.

In conclusion there is the need to provide an integrated system

strategy that will "provide a framework for visualizing internal and

external environmental factors as an .'ategrated whole, ("hat) allows
recognition of the proper place and function 01 sub—systems.... in

order to foster a way of think?ng,.which, on one hand, helps to dissolve

some of the complexities (and hostilities in the present situation)11.

Figure 1 shows the fr?"-^T-:v-k envisaged,

7.3 Description of Strategy . ...

Three basic aspects of every na1rioa:s manpower training requiring

co-ordination are;

(i) Sectoral Training Needs - Public service training, public

enterprises training and private enterprises training.
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(ii) Types of Training — the two basic types — functional which

can relate to specific profession such as accountancy,or

technicals such as engineering —- non—functional which relates

to managerial and supervisory training, interpersonal relation

skills training, management skills and technics etc*

(iii) Training Sponsoring Organizations — all their activities

must be vetedr co-ordinated, monitored and evaluated.

To meet these, a Ministry of Manpower Planning and Development should

be established. The Ministry!s function can be grouped into four, each to

be given a separate division:

1« Manpower Planning Division which should be responsible ior

overall national manpower planning.

2. Manpower Training Management Division to be responsible for

— the formulation of overall training policy and sectoral

implementation policies

— setting and maintaining standards

—■ co-ordinating resources and activities

3. Manpower Training Development Researcn Division to:

— research into overall sectoral needs

— research into and monitor training implementation problems

— research into new training areas and technology.

4. Manpower (or Industrial) Training Fund Division to be in charge

of Funding Policy and its implementation f«r all the sectors.

The above framework makes it possible for existing agencies to fit

in and still assume their respective roles without fears* It permits

all sectors of the economy to focuss on a dynamic Centre for National

manpower development and utilization. The framework is dynamic in the

sense that it can easily accommodate future developments.

This framework is presented to this Confer nee for proper examination

and for necessary suggestions. Whatever the suggestions we should not lose

sight of the pressing needs in Nigeria and perhaps in other African countries

for i

(i) a comprehensive national manpower training policy

(ii) a dynamic training strategy that will solve present

confusion and accommodate future developments, and

(iii) the need for effective co-ordination.
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KAHPOVi-a TRAINING - A framework

r

Ministry of Manpower

Planning & Development

Public Service

", Manpower Planning

. Manpower Training Mgt.

,. Manpower Training Deve
lopment Research

.# .Manpower Training Fund

Industrial

Public Interprises Private Enterprises

Training Programme Sponsoring Organizations

- Public Service Training Departments

- Public Training A^enoies e.g. ASCON, CMD, ITF, etc.

- Public and Private Enterprises Training Departments

- Public Academic and Technical Training Institutions

- Private Training Consultancy Organizations

- Private Professional 'Training Associations
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TRAINING SPONSORING ORGANICATI0F3 IN NIGERIA 1979-80*

-n . , . Total No.' of Programmes

,0rganiZ3+1°n . . . Recorded for 1079

Federal and State Government Agencies

1. Administrative Staff College of Nigeria, Lagos 2

2. Centre for Management Development, Lagos 5

3. Civil Service Training Centre, Calabar . 1

4. Co-operative Management Institute, Calabar 3

5. Federal Ministry of Co-operative and Supply,

I"badan 2

6. Federal Ministry of Establishment, Lagos 4

7. Federal Ministry of Labour, Lagos 2

8. Industrial Training Fund, Jos 6*

9. Industrial Development Centre*, ■ Gwerrr- ■■■■-■- 1

10, Ministry of Establishment & Training,

Port Harcourt 1

Private and Public Enterprises '

1. Union Bank of Nigeria Ltd,, Lagos A

2. Berger Paints (Mg) Ltd0 , Lagos . 7

3. Berec Nigeria Limited, Lagos "2

4« BP Nigeria Limited, Lagos 17

5. Central Bank, Lagos . 6

6. Dunlop Nig. Industrial, Ikeja 14

7. Earth Science Ltd., Yaha 3

8. Food Specialities Mg.'Ltd. , Hupeji ' 1

9* fendilas Ltd., Lagos 7

10. Nigerian Breweries Ltd. , Lagos ■ 6

11. Nigerian National Shipping Line, Lagos r 1

12. Nigerian Ports Authority, Lagos 1

13* Nigerian Sewing Machine Manufacturing Co.Ltd. 2

*/ Centre for Management Development, Lagos, Directory of Management
Development Programmes in Nigeria, 1979-80.
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No. Organization
Total No. of Program

mes Recorded for--li979~

14. Nigerian.-Security. Pr-in-ting, Lagos

15* Mgerian Textile Mils, Ikeja

16. Nigerian Tobacco Co™ . Ihadan .

17- VZ & Co, Ltdo, Lagcs

18- Royal Exchange Assurance Co»

19. Shell-BP, Lagos

20. School of Textile, Iiceja

21. Standard Bank Nigeria Ltd6, Lagos

22. U.A.C., Lagos

3

1

8

13

8

5

20

3

Certificate Granting Academic Institutions '

1. Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria . :

2a luchi Polytechnic,-Benin City

3. Institute of Ilanagement and Technology, Enugu

4o Kaduna Polyteohnic, Kaduna ;

5# The Polytechnic, Ihadan

6. University of Benin, Benin City

7. University of Ife, Tle-Ife

8. University of Lagos, Alcoka Lagos

9« University of Nigeria, Ifeukka,, Enugu Campus

10. Taba College of Technology, Ya"ha

17

4

11

15

1

16

12

11

23

Private Training Organisations and Consulting Firms •

1. ABC Management Group Ltd.. Lagos

2. AJB Ilanagement Consultants, Lagos

3. A.M.I.T. Consultancy Services, Lagos

4. Chansreal Martins & Co., A"ba

5. Enterprises Consulting Group Ltd.? Lagos

6. Foshola Savege & Associations, Lagos

7« Insed Management Consultancy Services, Lagos

8. Institute of Leadership Studies, Lagos .

10

15

14

24

13

4

1
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No. Organisation Total Mo. of Program-
me Recorded for 1979

9o Institute of Supervisory Management, Lagos 11

10. K-A Management Consultant, AKi 21

11. LE Richmore & Co« Ltd, 7 Lagos 3

12. Madec Associates Management, Lagos 9

13. Management Specialist Consultants, Lagos 5

14. Management & Investment Consultants, Ibadan 2

15* M.A.T. Management Services Ltd. 24

16. Nigeria Economic Welfare Services Ltd,T Benin 11

17* Nigerian Institute of Management? Lagos 41

18. O.AUK. jlrm Management & Human Resources
Consultants, Taba y

19- Obare & Co. Management Practitioners, Lagos 31

20. Oily Consultancy Services, Ltd., Lagos 11

21. Peak Marwick Mitchell & Co, , Lagos 2

22. Praskills Consultant, Lagos 2

23. Prudence Consultant Ltd.? Ikeja 9

24. Rimax Computers Service, Lagos ig

25. Vyton (WCA. ) Ltd., Enugu ^

26O Walton Solomons & Associates Ltd., Lagos 20

27. Technology Management Group Ltd6 3
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Training Programmes by Subject Areas

1. Acturial Science

2. Administrative Management

3. Administrative Skills

4. Advertising

5. Banking-

6. Basic Accounting

7« Brevieries

8. Budgeting and Control

9* Business Administration

10. Communication Skills

11. Computers and JUS

12. Construction

13. Co-operative Management

14* Employee Relations

15* Estate Management

16. Farm Management

17. finance

18. Financial Management

19- General Management

20. Hotel Management

21. Import and Export

22. Industrial Management

2 3. Insurance

24* Job Management

2% Jo"b Instruction

26. Leadership

27. Legal Aspects of Business

28. Management Concept and Skills

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35o

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43,

44.

45.

46.

47.

48,

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56O

57.

Management in Selected Sectors

Management of External Relations

Management of Human Resources

Techniques and

Decision Making

Maintenance Management

Marketing

Marketing Management

Marketing Research & Planning

Material Management

Office Management

Personnel Management

Public Administration

Productions Planning and Control

Purchasing and Inventory Control

Quality Control

Safty Management

Sales and Sales Management

Schools Management

Secretarial/clerical

Selling Techniques

Shipping

Social Helfare

Store Keeping and Warehouse

Management Supervisory Skills

Technical

Training Trainers

Transport

Tfork Study

Whole Sale/Retail
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M>ERAL MOISTRY OF ESTABLISHMENT

STAFF DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

Training Achievement 1977-78

Course/programme Officers trained

A* Centrally organized Training programme

(programmes directly organized by 5DD)

(i) Top Management Programme 110

(ii) Advanced Management Course -\\<\

(iii) Middle Managem&nb Course 0,4

(iv) Personnel Management Course j^o

(v) Supervisory Management Course \a&

(vi) Diploma Course in Public Administration 15

(vii) Training- of Trainers Programme

(a) TEENDs III and IV 106

(b) Trainers Workshop for Clerical Trainers PJ\.

(viii) Clerical Training- Course 4 07^

(ix) Specialist Training Programmes

(a) Project Management 24

(b) Career Guidance and Counselling 30

(x) Secretarial Trailing at FTC's

(a) Official Reporters 41

(b) Bilingual Secretaries 20

(c) Confidential Secretaries

(d) Typitrub

(e) Instructors Course ■*,/$

(xi) Induction Course for Administrative and
Professional Officers 126

Departmental ^aining__P£og£armnfiR (programmes executed

by various Mnistrios "^nd Departments with our
collaboration and financial support)

(i) Full in-service training course (study leave
with pay) 2j600

(ii) Study leave without pay 1 r^
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COURSES ORGANIZED BY D^PARTTffiHTAL TRAILING OPFTCERS 1976-7°-

~"~"V "". ' "/'"" V" 2 n ' ^ - Noo °f Officers"
Ministry/Department Course Organized . ,

Parliament Building Clerical Staff Course 31

Federal Audit Department Induction Course for Clerical

Officers/Assistants 322

Federal Audit Department Orientation Course for

Assistant Executive Officers 69

Federal Audit Department Seminar on "Modernizing Government

Auditing Methods and Systems" 60

Federal Audit Department Induction Course for newly

appointed Auditor Grade II 1

Federal Audit Department Orientation course for Clerical

Officers and Clerical Assistants,

preparing for Combined

Confirmation/Promotion Test 130

Federal Audit Department ' Weekly Induction Classes for

Clerical Officers/Clerical
Assistants " A22

Department of Customs Induction Course for Clerical

and Excise Officers 235

Department of Customs Refresher Course for Clerical

and Excise Officers/clerical Assistants 222

Federal Ministry of Labour Refresher Course for Clerical

Officers, Clerical Assistants

taking Confirmation/Advancement
Test 75

Federal Ministry of Labour Induction Course for Clerical

.Officers/Assistants 36

Federal Ministry of Labour induction Course for new Labour

Officers, Labour Inspectors and

Assistant Labour Inspectors 24

Federal Ministry of Labour Course in Personnel Management

and Industrial Relations 23

Department of Antiquities On-the-jcb. training at National

Museum, Lagos 21

Department of Antiquities On-the~job training at National

Museum, Benin 4

Department of Antiquities Induction Course, National

I'ftiseum'y Kaduna 8

Department of Antiquities Seminar, UNESCO, at Jos 7
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Mnistry/Department

Forestry Research

Institute--of--Nigeria

National Veterinary

Research Institute

Federal Ministry of

Establishments

Government Coastal Agency

Government Coastal Agency

Federal Ministry of

Communications

Federal Ministry -of

Communicat ions

Federal Ministry of

Communicat ions

Federal Ministry of Housing,

Urban Development and

Environment

Federal Ministry of

Housing, Urban Development

and Environment

Federal Ministry of

Defence, Manning and

Records Office, Apapa

Federal Ministry of

Defence, Manning and

Records Office, Apapa

Federal Ministry of

Defence, Manning and

Records Office; Apapa

Federal Ministry of

Defence r/ Manning and

Records Office, Apapa

Federal Ministry of

Defence, Manning and

Records Office7 Apapa

Ministry of Establishments

and Training, Ondo State

Course Organized
No, of Officers

Trained

Induction Course for Clerical

Officers/Assistants - -■ ■• ■- - 34

Induction Course 9

Induction Course for Clerical

Staff 156

Induction Course for Freight

■Staff 80

Induction Course for Clerical

Staff 52

Induction Course for Clerical

Staff 301

Seminar for Senior Personnel

Officers ' 25

On-the-job Course for A.E.O. 30

Induction Course for Clerical

Officers and Clerical Assistants 127

Seminar on Concrete Technology,

Yaba College of Technology 3

Refresher Course for Clerical

Staff preparing for Combined

Confirmation Advancement Test 600

Lectures for all Clerical Officers

preparing for A*EeO» Accounts/
General Duties Interview y)Q

On-the-job training for Staff

in the Incoming and Outgoing

Correspondence Registry 16

Induction Course for newly

employed Clerical Officers 70

On-the-job -training for Clerical

Officers in the Normal Roll

Section . . 20

Induction Course for newly

promoted Clerical Assistants 24
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Ministry/Department Course Organized
No. of Officers

Trained

Ministry of Establishments

and Service Matters,

Denue, Plateau State

University of Ife

University of Ife

Federal Ministry of ffines

and Power, Kaduna South

Induction Course for

Clerical Staff

Induction Course for Clerical

Officers/clerical Assistants

Horlishop for Clerical Officers

On-the-jo'b training for

Clerical Staff

36

0?

340

15
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Publication of the Centre for Management

Development to date

1. Centre for Management Development Brochure

2. Report on a Survey of Management Development Programmes

in Nigeria, 1973-74

3. Directory of Management Consulting Firms in Nigeria

4« Report on a Survey of Management Development and Training Needs

in Nigeria, 1975

5o Directory of Management Development Programmes in Nigeria

6. How to Buy a Business

7. How to Run a Business — a course for indigenous small-scale enterprises

8« Management Development - The Challenge of Indigenization

9- National Conference Report - Management Consultancy in Nigeria

10. Workshop for Management Educators and Trainers, University of Lagos,

Seven Training Ilodules, 1974 (2 volumes)

11. Annual Reports, 1974, 1975 and 1975/76

12. Accident Prevention and Industrial Safety - A Trainer's Manual

for Supervisors

13. Mobility of Managers in Nigeria
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The. Nigerian Industrial Training Fund (ITF)

Structure

Structure and Staffing

The Organization structure of the Fund approved by the Governing

Council has the Director as the Chief Executive,. Under this structure,

various activities of the Fund are carried out by the Training, Finance,

Administration, Audit, Public Relations and Legal Departments, The

Training Department which perform the major functions of the Fund is

made up of six sectionso The sections are as follows:

(a)- Planning and Programme Section: This Section is charged with
the responsibility for the preparation of the Fund's work plan

and programme deyjtloj?mejrU_~T^

achievements of each pro jecrt/target set out by the-Fund. It
also carries out evaluation and feedback of the Fund's direct

training activities as well as liaison with the'national
Manpower Board* ' . ; .-....,

(t>) Ac—isbry and Consultancy r 'ptipht This Section is responsible
for direction and co-ordinr.tlon of advisory and consultancy

activities and resources in Area Offices, evaluation of in-plant

training advisory and consulting services, training standards and

guidelines; regular technical assessment of reports for company

training claims; Industry Training and Advisory Committees (ITAC),

Group Training schemes, and Liaison with professional organizations.

(c) Training and Development Section; This Section looks after the
Fund's staff development; technologists/technicians training;
instructors, foremen and chargemen training; industrial safety

training apprenticeship, operatives and semi-skilled training;

Liaison with Centre for Management Development (CMD).

(d) Industrial Attachment, Grants and Reimbursement Section: This
Section was created early 1978 with a view to improving efficiency

in the co-ordination of the reimbursement of training claims from

employees and industrial attachments of students from institutions

of higher learning* Other activities of the Section include the
following:

(i) Approval of the award of ex-gratia pajonents to companies
that have efficient and systematic training programmes as

well as adequate inplant training facilities,

(ii) Inspection - Visits to Vocational Improvement Centres (VICs)
throughout the country,,

(iii) Inspection visits to Industrial Development Centres
throughout the country*
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(e) Research' and Information Section: This Section handles

industrial training research, data collection and storage

on training requirements, surveys and statistics. Other

activities include:

- developing, compiling and publishing registers, directories,

catalogues and "bibliographies;

- publication of survey reports and other industrial information

materials; .

- development of the Fund's library services;

. - initiating and publishing training research;magazines,

(f) Training^JTechnplogy Services Section; In this Section the

following services are being provided:

- development and maintenance of the Audio Visual resources

centres throughout the country;

- development and preparation of training Aids/Audio Visual
Softwares for the Fund's training packages.
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